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A bstract : Radialion Ironi a cylindrical - reciangular patch microsinp antenna in a 
compressible plasma is treated as a iKHindar^ ' value problem. The antenna i.s excited by a coaxial 
line The field distnbulion on the patch is determined by using cavity model of the analy.sis A 
Linearised hydrtxlynamic theor\' of plasma and vector wave lunciion technique are used to deduce 
the expressions for electromagnetic and eleclroacouslic coinponeiu of the far field, radiated power 
and radiation conductance of the antenna m compressible plasma. Numerical and graphical results 
are presented to illiisiraie the effect of plasma on radiaiion characiensiics of the antenna in
nuxle of excnation.
K eyw ords : Microsinp antenna, radiation propcrtic.s, plasrnu 
PACS Nos. : 41,10, Hv. 1^7 15 m, 52.40 |-d, K4 40 (11
1 . Introduction
A number of applicaiions reejuire anicnnas conforming lo a non-planar surface. Primary 
amongsl these arc requirements for scanning anicnnas on aircraft, missiles or satellite, 
where aerodynamic drag is reduced lor a Hush mounted gcc^metry and for confomial arrays on 
cylindrical or hemispherical snrlacc that provide some coverage advantage. Microstrip patch 
antennas are easily conlormed lo their mounting surlace, have small volume and light 
weight, which make them well-suited to aerospace applications [1 , 2 1 .
An antenna mounted on space vehicle encounters high density loni/ed gas layer 
particularly during their re-entry voyage (3|. Il is a well known laci that when an antenna is 
immersed in an ionized medium, elcciroacoustic waves arc also generated in addition to 
electromagnetic waves. These electroacoustic waves change the radiation properties of the 
antenna to a great extent [4- 6 ].
In this paper, a theoretical analysis of a ihin cylindrical-rectangular patch microstrip 
antenna in compressible plasma medium is presented. The far field expressions for radiaiion 
fields, radiated power and radiation conductance in electroacoustic (EA) and electromagnetic 
(EM) modes are obtained. The well established hydrodynamic theory of plasma and vector
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wave function technique are used to derive expressions. The resulLs are computed and plotted 
lor different values of refractive index of plasma parameter.
2. Formulation of the problem and basic equations
The plasma in winch the antenna under investigation is placed is assumed as isotropic, 
homogeneous, lossless, and compressive medium of infinite extent. The antenna assumed 
to be biased to space potential so that there is no sheath formation around the antenna. Due 
to their relatively higher mass, ihe elfect of ions has been neglected and plasma is assumed 
as a continuum of one component (electrons) fluid. Further, it is assumed that there is no 
static elecu-ic or magnetic field present so that the electroacoustic (EA) and electromagnetic 
(EM) iTKxIcs are decoupled.
Considering these initial assumptions for plasma medium, and taking exp (|COt]| time 
variaiion, ihc basic equations which governs the present system arc as follows [7] :
VxE-^  = -M
V  X / /  ./ w cJ l = J -n^^c
J w m E + m VtL = 0
/  Vf Al =  0
where,
./ = electric currem densily,
M = magnetic current density,
m
m -- electron mass,
e = electron charge,
-  average electron charge density,
= varialion in electron cheu^ge ilcnsily,
V ~ mean electron velocity,
= r.m.s. thermal velocity ol electron (phase velocity of EA waves).
Here, it is to be noted that in the case of incompressible plasma, the term mvo^ Vn^ 
occurring in eq. is abscnl |8 ].
The geometry and co-ordinate system of tiic cylindrical-rectangular patch microsthp 
antenna immersed in a plasma medium are shown m Figure L The dimension of the 
straight edge is 2b and that of the curved edge is 2 {a + /i) 0  ^where ‘a ’ is the radius of the
cylinder and 2 0 , is the angle substanded by the curved edge. The thickness of the substrate is 
h and the relative permittivity is The region between the patch and cylindrical ground
plane is considered as a cavity bounded by electric wall on the top and bottofn, and by 
magnetic wall on the side. For ‘/i’ much smaller than wavelength, only TM modes arc 
assumed to be excited. Using cylindrical coordinates and following the usual cavity model 
approximation, the electric field inside the cavity is assumed to have only Ep component
which is independent of "p\ Source free electric field satisfies the wave equation.
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Figure 1. Geometry and coordinate system of the cyLindncal-rectangular microsirip antenna in 
plasma
For a thin substrate satisfying /i «  a we can further assume p = a + /i in eq* (1). Using this 
approximation, the eigen functions of E and eigen values of k satisfying the magnetic wall 
condition are given as [9],
Ep = E cos
k = E cos
m K
20. ( 0  -  0.) \ cos
m n
2 (a + h)
nn  z 
2b
n n
lb
The expressions for the resonant frequency is
^nm
. m
2{a + h)9^
2 [1/2
(6)
(7)
(8)
Using the initial assumptions and basic equations in plasma and following the 
method described in [ 1 0 ], the general far field expressions of elecu-ic, magnetic and velocity 
fields in expressions of electric, magnetic and velocity fields in cylindrical coordinates are 
obtained as
= £ {n -  -oo
-  JL a,  r  //„ ' (Fr) + ™  b,  //„ (Fr)
ooX+ X . ( c „ o / / „ ' ( r p r ) )  
n = -«*o
T  w me
exp (7n0) exp (rJU)dL.  (9)
67B (8)
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E, =
n = -oo
_ exp (Jn(fi) +
oo
-^1 X  f,^ 'ne j  „ f r ! J   ^ J exp (-JLz)dL, (10)
=
OO
^  { r^a^nirr)] exp (Jntp) -  I
n  -  ~ ° o
w me
S  ( LCJIn ( F / ) ) exp (y«0 )
n = -CO
exp {-JLz)dL, \ ( 1 1 )
W, =
J—OO
ooI
n = -oo
-nke
I
ajl„ (Fr) -  JLb„ F b„ //„' {Fr) exp (7n0)
exp (~JLz)dL,
H„ =
exp {-JLz)dL,
(12)
r o ~
X { ^ ^ n l/ n ' i r r )  + j b „ F H „  ( F r )
fl “ ~^OQ ^
exp (7ai0)
J
 J——
«« = 2  { f ^ b „ H A r r )  ] exp (y«0 )
n  =  - o o
exp {-JLz)dL,
(13)
(14)
and Vr = (  f  [La^ r n  „\Fr)) exp (7n0)
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+ ~  1  [nb^ H„ (Fr)) exp (7n0)
n = -oo
■ +
wmoat L  [CnT'pH ,'(Fpr) exp (7n0)=  - O O
exp (- /Lz) dL. (15)
r  = { k e ^ - L \
r ,  =
In these expressions, />„ and are arbiirary coefficients, ^„(z) and H „(z) are the 
Hankel function of second kind and its derivative of order n and argument (z) respectively. 
The functions F and Fp arc given as
(16)
(17)
where I  = ke cosfl or kp cosO, ke and kp are propagation constant for EM and EA 
modes respectively and defined 'd^ke = k^A,kp ^ and A = ( 1  -  wp^lw^)^^
where, k  ^is free space propagation constant, A is refractive index of plasma medium 
(plasma parameter), wp is angular plasma frequency.
3. Evaluation of radiation field
To deienninc the coefficients b„ and we compare the tangential field computed from 
above expressions at r = a with the UsSsumed field on the surface of the cylinder and putting 
acoustic velocity component equal to zero at the surface of the cylinder. The values 
b„ and c- are obtained as
«« =
_________ B\C E 0C -f (1^2^ C\C — B\ C C 2^  ) ________
2 k  [B^e (A2e C^e -  A^e Cic  )  -  B2e {A\t  C ^ e -  A^e C\e  )J
_  ( A^e  Ci €  -  A \ e  C^c ) -t- (A |C C 2 C -  ^ 2  ^ CjC ) E^e
" 2;r [ Bie { A j e  C ^ c  -  A ^ e  C 2 C ) -  B j c  ( A ^ e  C j e  -  A ^ e  C \ e  )]
Cn =
(18)
(19)
.(201 J Z^P _ (^2p -  ^Ip ^2p)[2^ 2 n  {A2p C^p -  A^p C i p )  ~ B i p  {A^p C^p -  A^p C i^)]
where Aie. Bic, €26 etc. arc functions of 6 and 0  and values of these arc given in 
appendix A. E^e, EjC etc. are Fourier transforms of the aperture fields. The values of these 
arc finally obtained as
£, (n. L) = ^  I U  (- D" exp (- IjbL)] /,, 
£# (n.L) = [ 1 -  (- i r  exp (- 2 /n0 |)| h,
(21)
(22)
where, /i = cos
- 2b
mn0 
1 2 0 , exp (-V«0 ) c/0 , (23)
26i
h
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= ^  cos ^  exp {rJLz) dz. (24)
The values of E^ e or E^ p can be obtained by putting L -  ke cosfiorL = kp cos0 
respectively in eq. (21). Similarly the values of E^  or E^  can be obtained from eq. (22).
Using these values of and making suitable manipulations and transforming 
the expressions from cylindrical to spherical coordinates, the EM mode and EA mode far 
/.one fields in plasmq medium are obtained as follows :
For EM mode .
E^ = —^  sin0 ) exp {-jker^) ^  f  exp (jn0) .
” n -  -00
Ea = (ke sin^ exp (-jker^) f  exp (Jn<t>),
n ='~oo
(ke  ^smG) exp (,-jkerJ ^  f  exp (/n0 ) ,
E, =
H' Mo ''o
For EA mode .
r  = __M £
CX3
(ke sin^ exp (~,/A:er„) ^  /  exp (jn^),E n -  -oo
~ ^ 2^"^cxp(-//C pr„) X C " / e x p ( / « 0 )
n = —oo
(25)
(26)
I
■(27)
(28)
(29)
I-'lRurc 2. Vmalioii of liM inotle fiiU p»iicm fatior wiibplasma paramcteriii fl = 90° plane.
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Using eqs. (25) to (29). the power patlem factors for EM and EA mode computed for TM^o 
mode of the excitation. The computations are done for a case taking resonant frequency 1 0  
GHz, dielectric constant of substrate (t>) = 2.5, thickness of the substrate {h) = 0.159 cm 
and radius of cylinder (a) = 1 . 1 2  cm.
0*
Figure 3. Vanalion of HM mode field paiiern factor with plasma parameier in 0 =  90° plane.
Figure 4. Elcctioacousiic mode field patierns in 0 = 90° plane.
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The pattern factor in EM mode is computed for three values of refractive index of 
plasma (plasma parameter) i.e. A = 1.0 (free space, A = 0.6 (plasma) and A = 0.2 (plasma). 
TTic results are plotted in Figures 2 and 3 for 9 = 90° and ip = 90° planes.
The electroacoustic mode pattern factor is computed for A = 0.6 and 0 = 90°. A 
representative EA mode pattern are plotted for 20° interval (45° to 65°) in Figure 4.
4 . Radiated power and radiation conductance
The radiated power through upper half-space is found by integrating the complex Poynting 
vector over a large hemispheric surface. Thus radiated power in EM mode is defined as [5]
nili*
Pe = —  2Z„
2 ;r
[E0^  + e /  \ r j  sinOdOdp, <30)
0
where is frcc-spacc impedance.
Similarly the radiated power in EA mode is defined as [5]
n/2
p _ ^  —
■ 1 -  A^ c Z„
In
{Er„)Ws\n9ded(l>. (31)0
Putting the values of E^ and E^ o in cqs. (30) and (31), the values of f  ^  and Pp are 
computed using Simpson’s rule of integration for different values of plasma parameter.
The radiation conduclancc in EM and EA modes are defined as
and
Ge = - T
 ^o
C nGP = - ^
(32)
(33)
where is the edge voltage.
Using the values of Pe and Pp, the values of C, and Gp are computed for different 
values of plasma parameter. The results arc plotted in Figure 5.
5. Results and discussions
As shown in Figures 2 and 3 and Table 1, a considerable effect of plasma is noted on the 
beam width of the cylindrical-rectangular microstrip antenna. The variation in beam width 
with plasma parameter is not uniform in 0 = 90"" and 0 = 90® planes. In 0 = 90® plane the 
beam width is increased as the plasma parameter is decreased. On the other hand, it is 
decreased in 0  = 90° plane as the plasma parameter is decreased. Further, greater variation in 
the beam width is noted in case of 0  = 90® plane.
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A different perfcmnance of the antenna is also for the radiation in end-Hre direction in 
if) = 90® and 0 = 90® planes. A lower power level of the antenna in the end-fire direction is
Table 1. Main features of the EM mode radiation patiems.
Plasma
paiameier
A
Beam width
Reduced power level in 
end fire direction (In dB)
Back lobe level 
dnd6)
0 = 90® e=9QP 0=90® 6=90® 0 = 90® 6=90®
1.0 loop 96® -  16.8 -9 .2 -1 4 .0 -  14.1
0.6 96® 140® -2 0 .4 -4.2 -9 .0 -8 .9
0.2 80“ 160“ -2 1 .S -3 .5 -3 .4 -3 .4
noted in 0 = 90® plane, which is further reduced as the plasnra parameter is iteriya.sfd While 
in 6 = 90° plane the better radiation performance in the end-fire direction is further improved 
as the plasma parameter is decreased.
Figure 5. Vaiiadon of nidiauon conductance with plasma parameter in EM and EA modes.
The back lobe level of the antenna is almost same in both planes. Further, it is 
increased in both planes as the plasma parameter is decreased.
The EA mode pattern of the antenna shows a large number of lobes in a short angle 
range. A similar behaviour of the patterns is noted ior other angle ranges, hence a 
representative pattern is plotted in Figure 4.
The radiation conductance of the antenna is varied differently with plasma parameter 
in EM and EA modes. In the EM mode the radiation conductance is decreased while in EA
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mode it is increased for lower values of plasma parameter. The conductance in both modes 
have same values approximately at/l = 0 .6 8 .
The above discussed changes in the radiation characteristics of the antenna in plasma 
medium arc observed due to the different propagation constants in different conditions.
In EM mode patterns, the propagation constant dej)ends on the plasma frequency 
which depends on plasma density. Therefore, for different plasma frequencies, different 
radiation patterns (beam width, side lobe, back lobe, etc.) are obtained.
In EA mode pattern, the large number of lobes is obtained. As indicated by Freeston 
and Gupta [llj, this is due to the factor ctv^ (kp = c/v^ ke) which occurred in the arguments 
of Hankers functions of second kind and their derivatives in the expression for in eq.
(16).
In case of radiation resistance, as the plasma frequency reaches closer to (source 
frequency, more power goes in EM mode.That is why the power radiated in EM mode 
reduces as refractive index of plasma is reduced. This ultimately results in decrease in 
radiation conductance in EM mode and increase in radiation conductance in EA mode When
the refractive index decreases. \
6 . Conclusions
The radiation pro i^erucs of the cylindrical-rectangular patch microstrip antenna are predicted 
in the plasma medium. A significant effect of plasma is noted on radiation patterns, radiated 
power, and radiauon conducumcc of the antenna. The radiation conductance of the antenna in 
EM mode is decreased due to the fact tliat as the plasma frequency increases more power 
goes in the EA mode.
Finally, the study is very useful for aerospace applications as this antenna can be 
easily flush mounted on the cylindrical surfaces of liie aerospace vehicles.
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; A
1^ = ~  r n „  (Fa)
(A-1)
(A-2)
“ wmiJoC (A-3)
M  = ^  rH AP a) (A^)
B2 = jw[y^rH„ira) (A-5)
C2 -  J ^ » n { r , a )  w mae ^ (A-6 )
Aj = I^H APa) (A-7)
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C3 -  ^ H , ( r ^ a )  
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